
Backtracking From Scleral Lenses: 
When Custom Soft Lenses Get the Job Done

Scleral lenses provide significant visual and therapeutic
advantages for patients suffering from a variety of corneal conditions:
inclusive of kerato-ectasias, penetrating keratoplasties, and varying
severities of corneal irregularities. This advancement in the specialty
lens realm has expanded to the use of sclerals, yet previous
technologies are still capable of providing comparable comfort and
vision. Custom soft lenses have potential to significantly improve
vision without the need for complex designs, and small diameter gas
permeable lenses can achieve similar visual outcomes as sclerals at a
fraction of the cost. Custom soft lenses can be entirely customizable
from base curve, diameter, power, to even center thickness to
improve upon masking corneal irregularities. Often in clinical
practice, there exist simpler solutions to complex problems.

Abstract

Case Report

Scleral lenses are a mainstay as a rehabilitative and therapeutic
contact lens option, but alternatives exist for patients from mild
to advanced cases of corneal irregularities. Taking into account
comfort, lens handling capabilities, alternative specialty lens
considerations can lead to improved outcomes as demonstrated
in this case.

Scleral lenses require hand steadiness, ability for full control of
fine motor skills, and neck mobility. Patients suffering from
tremors, neck pain, or mobility issues often have trouble inserting
scleral lenses on their own, but have minimal issues with soft and
GP lenses. Improper insertion of scleral lenses can lead to air
bubbles, and discomfort with lens wear. On the contrary,
minimal risk is associated with difficulties with soft lens insertion
.¹

Scleral lenses are associated with an increased risk of hypoxia if
the tear film layer between the corneal surface and the back
surface of the lens exceeds 200nm.²𑁦³ Soft and GP lens lenses
pose a lower risk for creating a hypoxic environment even for
fragile corneas.

Utilizing higher modulus soft lenses allow some masking of
irregular astigmatism for better visual outcomes. Although in this
case, since JB achieved adequate vision through a refraction in
his left eye, we were able to fit him in a lower modulus standard
soft disposable lens. If he experienced difficulties with the quality
of his vision in the left eye, a higher modulus monthly disposable
lens would be his next option. His right eye, however, warranted a
lens with a greater center thickness to mask his irregular
astigmatism. Custom soft lenses are entirely customizable,
inclusive of increasing the central thickness to enhance the
masking of any irregularities.⁴

Scleral lenses will often be a superior lens for patients
suffering from contact lens discomfort due to lens intolerance
(without underlying dry eye disease). As they remain steady on
the ocular surface, the optics can be decentered to allow for
improved correction of higher order aberrations versus a soft lens
or a GP lens.⁶

A 46 year old White male teacher with a history of keratoconus
OD>OS presents to our office seeking scleral lenses. Patient JB has a
history of gas permeable (GP) lens intolerance, and has successfully
avoided PKP (penetrating keratoplasties) in both eyes. The
continuous irritation in his GP lenses and the fear they can pop out at
any moment, has him seeking out scleral lenses.

His corneal shape shows most significant steepening directly over
the visual axis, which would be well vaulted by a prolate design.
Utilizing the Zenlens (Alden) Prolate fitting set, JB was fit into a 16.0
diameter scleral lens in both eyes, achieving BCVA 20/25 OD/OS. The
initial fitting period was completed without any significant
complications, and JB was happy to have clear, comfortable vision. At
the one year mark after his initial scleral lens fitting, JB started to
develop significant redness after 4 hours of lens wear with
concurrent fogging, which only resolved after reinsertion of his
lenses. After lens removal, the chronic irritation persisted. This led to
intolerance of his lenses.

JB became more frustrated, and he pleaded for any lens option,
which would yield a similar visual outcome, but improve his comfort.
We were skeptical we would be able to achieve this, but in an effort
to exhaust all options available, we switched him into a custom soft
lens modality in both eyes. To optimize comfort and reduce the
chance of redness, fogging, irritation after lens removal as JB
previously experienced, he is fit into the NovaKone Toric OD and
Biofinity XR Toric OS. The custom soft lens selection was based off
the poor BCVA (20/80+) attainable through refraction: the
customizable center thickness of the Novakone lens would allow to
greater control in neutralizing irregular astigmatism in the right eye.
The left eye was correctable to an adequate level (20/25+) with
glasses so a monthly disposable lens had potential to correct JB to a
level which he would be functional.

These changes in lens modality improved his contact lens wearing
experience and significantly simplified his daily lens wear routine. He
has been in his new lenses for over a year with no degeneration in
vision, and no recurrences of discomfort or irritation.

Discussion
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Zenlens Prolate 
Scleral Lens

Right Eye Left Eye 

SAG/Base 
Curve/Diameter 
(μ/mm/mm)

4950/6.70/16.0 4950/6.70/16.0

Power -4.75-2.00x150 -6.25-1.25x070
Limbal Clearance 
Curve (LCC)

+60 STD

Advanced Peripheral 
System

H = 7 steps flat
V = STD

2 steps flat

Material Boston XO2 BostonXO2
Visual Acuity 20/25 20/25

Soft contact lenses and gas permeable lenses are viable options
for therapeutic lens correction. Scleral lenses can be considered
an excellent choice as a troubleshooting lens, but it cannot be the
only option available for patients who are seeking a specialty
contact lens solution. When presented with a patient who is not
comfortable in their scleral lenses, often a creative solution is
warranted to find an alternative solution.

Custom Soft  Lens Right Eye Left Eye 
Name Novakone Toric Biofinity Toric XR
Base Curve/
Diameter (mm)

7.8/8.4 IT=2 8.7/14.5

Power -7.00-0.75x020 -2.00-2.75x160
Visual Acuity 20/20- 20/20-2

Refraction
OD -12.75-1.75x025          20/80+
OS - 0.50-4.00x145           20/25+

K Values:  OD: 55.15@121/53.26@031 OS: 50.88@053/49.52@143

Conclusion

OD:
Novakone
Toric lens,
rotated 15
degrees
temporally
(markings
are
highlighted
with yellow
dashes).

OS:
Biofinity XR 
Toric lens, 
showing no 
rotation 
(lens 
marking is 
highlighted 
with a 
yellow 
dash). 


